
The world’s first easy access
commercial kitchen exhaust canopy
ezyAXSTM brings the canopy to you!
No more standing on hot cooking equipment, using ladders 
or leaning over fryers to clean or maintain your exhaust 
canopy. Our patented design allows you to access the filters 
and exhaust plenum at ground level. The push of a button 
brings your canopy to life and makes your life much easier.



HOW IT WORKS

The exhaust plenum of the hood can be electrically lowered 
and raised using a switch. Once the plenum has been lowered, 
the filters can be easily and safely removed for cleaning. 
The plenum and grease drains can also be emptied and wiped 
down at this point. After completing the hood maintenance, 
the plenum can be raised up to its retracted position using the 
switch. No climbing on cooking equipment or step ladders are 
required to perform the above routine.

PRODUCT SPECS

 · Width: 1000mm - Unlimited 
 · Depth: 1000mm - 1900mm
 · Height: 600mm - 900mm
 · Electrically powered drop down plenum 
 · Made from 1.2mm #304 stainless steel 
 · ecocanopy™ hoods are fully welded 
 · Polished and have no visible fixings 
 · Power Requirements - 10A for plenum, 10A for Lighting

FEATURES & BENEFITS

The patented design of the ezyAXSTM lowers the exhaust 
plenum  for safe and efficient access to the filters and plenum.

This means;

 · OH&S risks are dramatically reduced because staff do not 
need  to stand on ladders or greasy equipment to clean the 
canopy.

 · Safe and efficient access means that cleaning and 
maintenance  can be DIY, saving you $1,000’s per annum.

 · ezyAXSTM uses ecoaircurtain™ technology to lower exhaust 
air flow rates and conserve energy.

ecoshield UV systems are compatible with the ezyAXSTM canopy, 
making this a TOTAL grease, odour and cost reduction solution.    

Optional fold down grid shelf with canopy interface means that
you can still use a grid shelf with your ezyAXSTM canopy.

TOTALLY CUSTOMISABLE

We understand that your restaurant is different and unique.
That’s why every ecocanopy is custom made to suit your
exact  requirements.   
Working with you, we help you determine which ecocanopy is 
right for your kitchen. Whether you use electric, gas or wood 
fired  equipment, we have the perfect solution for you. And as 
you would expect, every ecocanopy product is designed to 
make life simpler and easier.
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